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Would you like to make your furniture instead of buying something expensive?Are you ready to

spruce up your house with custom cabinets and shelves?Learn the carpentry skills you need to get

projects done fast with Woodworking: Woodworking Projects and Plans for Beginners: Step by Step

to Start Your Own Woodworking Projects Today. This brief introduction covers all the basics you

need to design and build with wood including:Woodworking basicsChoosing the best materialsA list

of essential toolsWorking safely and efficientGetting the measurements rightPicking the right

woodHandy lists of tools and materialsEasy DIY shelf, table, and chair plansExpert tips and

tricksWith easy step-by-step instructions for beginner-friendly projects, you can make your shelves,

workbench, stool, chairs, tables, wine racks, and shoe display. But you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have to stop

there; this handy book includes intermediate and advanced projects so you can gain even more

skill.Why Wait? Gain practical skills, save cash, and start a fun new hobby today with Woodworking:

Woodworking Projects and Plans for Beginners: Step by Step to Start Your Own Woodworking

Projects Today.Scroll up to get your copy now and receive your free bonus.
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It's good this book is free - that's why I'm giving it 3 stars. If I'd paid for this, I'd be less generous.

Really the projects are incredibly simple and not very useful. If you are an absolute beginner,

perhaps you'll find it useful - but there's really not much here. There are so many books that you

could pick up used for just a few dollars that have 10X as much content. It's nice that the author

made this available for nothing so I guess he gets credit for that - but you could spend 20 min on the

web and learn more.

Its a real cheap thin book that really doesn't teach much even for a beginner. All pictures are in

black & white, Photoshop from the web(?). Not a happy customer.

A few weeks ago I searched the internet trying to find a book that can help me with my new hobby,

woodworking. I needed to find a hobby because I have a stressful job and I need something to relax

after a hard day's work. This book helped me understand the basics of woodworking, thought me

which materials I should use, determine the right measurements and choose the right wood for my

projects. It has been a great help for me and I can't wait to show my friend my new chairs made

exclusively by me. A very good read for all beginners and not only.

This book basically youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re starting point as it teaches the different method and

strategies how to be successful in wood works. After reading this book you can now start your own

project. The book is definitely a good starting point for learning the different methods and strategies

for wood working. Gave me good insight into the tools and materials I will need, and how to make

simple pieces from scratch. It also went into the different types of wood normally used for creating

and building wood items. Was a very useful book.

This is the book I wish I had had when I got started in woodworking in the early 80s. This book will

guide you of the basic skills of woodworking. There is a good balance of hand tool and power tool

techniques. This is probably the best way to learn woodworking, and it also suits a beginning

woodworker who wants to try some projects before making a substantial investment in big power

tools. The step-by-step instructions for each project are very clear, and are well illustrated.



I am planning to have a simple floating shelf in my room and my cousin would want to help me build

one. However, none of us has any experience on woodworking projects. That is why I am really

thankful to have read this book because somehow we now know the basics of wood working and to

what type of material is appropriate to use. Also, I've decided that the design of my shelf would be

the one like in the easy DIY shelf plans featured in this book.

Loved the book! It's very comprehensive and informative. I just wish there were more pictures of the

kind of wood, cuts and the different tools because beginners like me don't have an idea what the

tools are. But all in all it's a good book as it also have sample projects that are basic and simple and

easy to follow.

This book is a very introduction to woodworking., some good tips about safety. The writer gave,

about some of the tools that are required to be a success at it. The information about the various

types of wood,in making a. Project is good to me. I wood recommend this book,to someone who

has no woodworking skills, and is sort of interest in woodworking..
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